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Right here, we have countless book wellington s peninsula regiments 2 the light
infa and collections to check out. We additionally find the money for variant
types and afterward type of the books to browse. The normal book, fiction,
history, novel, scientific research, as skillfully as various other sorts of
books are readily genial here.
As this wellington s peninsula regiments 2 the light infa, it ends in the works
visceral one of the favored book wellington s peninsula regiments 2 the light
infa collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to
see the incredible book to have.
History of War in Peninsula and in the South of France from the Year 1807 to
... 1814 Sir William Napier 1840
Staging the Peninsular War Susan Valladares 2016-03-09 From Napoleon's invasion
of Portugal in 1807 to his final defeat at Waterloo, the English theatres
played a crucial role in the mediation of the Peninsular campaign. In the first
in-depth study of English theatre during the Peninsular War, Susan Valladares
contextualizes the theatrical treatment of the war within the larger political
and ideological axes of Romantic performance. Exploring the role of spectacle
in the mediation of war and the links between theatrical productions and print
culture, she argues that the popularity of theatre-going and the improvisation
and topicality unique to dramatic performance make the theatre an ideal lens
for studying the construction of the Peninsular War in the public domain.
Without simplifying the complex issues involved in the study of citizenship,
communal identities, and ideological investments, Valladares recovers a wartime
theatre that helped celebrate military engagements, reform political
sympathies, and register the public’s complex relationship with Britain’s
military campaign in the Iberian Peninsula. From its nuanced reading of Richard
Brinsley Sheridan's Pizarro (1799), to its accounts of wartime productions of
Shakespeare, description of performances at the minor theatres, and detailed
case study of dramatic culture in Bristol, Valladares’s book reveals how
theatrical entertainments reflected and helped shape public feeling on the
Peninsular campaign.
Wellington’s Men Remembered Volume 2 David Bromley 2015-03-25 Wellington's Men
Remembered is a reference work which has been compiled on behalf of the
Association of Friends of the Waterloo Committee and contains over 3,000
memorials to soldiers who fought in the Peninsular War and at Waterloo between
1808 and 1815, together with 150 battlefield and regimental memorials in 24
countries worldwide.
Wellington's Redjackets Steve Brown 2015-10-30 The assault was failing.
Wellington's men had stormed the walls of the great frontier fortress of
Badajoz only to be beaten back with terrible losses. Then on the keep of the
old castle the French flag was torn down and a British officer's red jacket was
hauled up the flagpole. It was the signal the British were inside Badajoz!This
was one of the most famous incidents during the Peninsular War and marked not
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only the turning point in the capture of Badajoz but of the entire conflict.
The jacket belonged to Lieutenant James MacPherson of the 45th
(Nottinghamshire) Regiment. The 45th had landed with Wellington at Mondego Bay
in 1808 and fought with him throughout the entire Peninsular War gaining more
battle honours than any other line regiment.Wellington's Redjackets, The 45th
(Nottinghamshire) Regiment on Campaign in South America and the Peninsular War
is one of the most detailed unit histories ever published of a regiment during
the Napoleonic era. As the first, and only, study of this regiment,
Wellington's Redjackets will undoubtedly be an essential purchase for those
interested in Napoleonic warfare.
Peninsular Eyewitnesses Charles Esdaile 2008-09-30 Many books have been written
about the British struggle against Napoleon in the Peninsula. A few recent
studies have given a broader view of the ebb and flow of a long war that had a
shattering impact on Spain and Portugal and marked the history of all the
nations involved. But none of these books has concentrated on how these
momentous events were perceived and understood by the people who experienced
them. Charles Esdaile has brought together a vivid selection of contemporary
accounts of every aspect of the war to create a panoramic yet minutely detailed
picture of those years of turmoil. The story is told through memoirs, letters
and eyewitness testimony from all sides. Instead of generals and statesmen, we
mostly hear from less-well-known figures - junior officers and ordinary
soldiers and civilians who recorded their immediate experience of the conflict.
Wellington ́s Army 1809-1814 Charles William Chadwick Oman 2018-05-23
Reproduction of the original: Wellington ́s Army 1809-1814 by Charles William
Chadwick Oman
Wellington's Infantry Gabriele Esposito 2021-03-19 The period covered in this
book is one of the most famed and glorious for the British Army and the
infantry was its backbone. Gabriele Esposito examines how the foot regiments
were reformed and evolved to absorb the lessons of defeat in America and
setbacks elsewhere to become the efficient and dependable bedrock of victory in
the Napoleonic Wars. He details the uniforms, equipment and weapons of the
infantry, along with their organization and tactics. Chapters are devoted to
the Guards, the line regiments of foot, the Light Infantry and Rifles as well
as Highland and Lowland Scots regiments. The author considers not only those
units serving with Wellington in the Peninsular War and Waterloo Campaign, but
all British infantry units, including those in Canada, the West Indies, India
and elsewhere, not forgetting even the home defense Fencibles. Foreign units
serving with the British army, most notably the King's German Legion, are also
included. The work is lavishly illustrated with color artwork.
Wellington's Peninsula Regiments (1) Mike Chappell 2003-02-19 The forces which
Wellington led in Portugal and Spain and up into southern France between 1808
and 1814 achieved a consistent record of victory perhaps unmatched in the
history of the British Army. Some 40 per cent of this volunteer army were
Irishmen – a remarkable figure, given the recent unrest and bloodshed in
Ireland. This book details the record, and illustrates the uniforms and
equipment, of the two cavalry and three infantry units boasting formal Irish
identity: the 4th (Royal Irish) Dragoon Guards, 18th Hussars, 27th
(Enniskillen), 87th (Prince of Wales's Own Irish), and 88th (Connaught Rangers)
Regiments of Foot.
Wellington's Light Division in the Peninsular War Robert Burnham 2020-12-14 “A
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detailed and riveting account of the Light Division and its three regiments,
43rd and 52nd Light Infantry and the 95th Rifles . . . An important book.”
—Firetrench In February 1810, Wellington formed what became the most famous
unit in the Peninsular War: the Light Division. Formed around the 43rd and 52nd
Light Infantry and the 95th Rifles, the exploits of these three regiments is
legendary. Over the next 50 months, the division would fight and win glory in
almost every battle and siege of the Peninsular War. How the division achieved
its fame began on the border of Spain and Portugal where it served as a screen
between Wellington’s Army and the French. When it came time pull back from the
border, the division endured a harrowing retreat with a relentless enemy at
their heels. It was during this eventful year it developed an esprit-de-corps
and a belief in its leaders and itself that was unrivaled in Wellington’s Army.
Wellington’s Light Division in the Peninsular War uses over 100 primary
sources—many never published before—to recount the numerous skirmishes,
combats, and battles, as well as the hardships of a year of duty on the front
lines. Others are from long-forgotten books published over 150 years ago. It is
through the words of the officers and men who served with it that this major,
and long-anticipated study of the first critical year of the Light Division is
told. “Given the limited scope of the book, covering only one year of the
Peninsular campaign, the depth of the study is truly remarkable . . . An
excellent history of the Light Division ‘Warts and All.’”—The Napoleon Series
Wellington and the Vitoria Campaign 1813 Carole Divall 2021-11-24 Over two
hundred years ago, on 21 June 1813, just southwest of Vitoria in northern
Spain, the British, Portuguese and Spanish army commanded by the Duke of
Wellington confronted the French army of Napoleon’s brother Joseph. Hours later
Wellington’s forces won an overwhelming victory and, after six years of bitter
occupation, the French were ousted from Iberia. This is the critical battle
that Carole Divall focuses on in this vivid, scholarly study of the last phase
of the Peninsular War. The battle was the pivotal event of the 1813 campaign it was fatal to French interests in Spain - but it is also significant because
it demonstrated Wellington’s confidence in his allied army and in himself. The
complexity of the manoeuvres he expected his men to carry out and the shrewd
strategic planning that preceded the battle were quite remarkable. As well as
giving a graphic close description of each stage of the battle, Carole Divall
sets it in the wider scope of the Peninsular War. Through the graphic
recollections of the men who were there – from commanders to the merest foot
soldiers – she offers us a direct insight into the reality of combat during the
Napoleonic Wars.
Wellington's Army in the Peninsula 1809–14 Stuart Reid 2013-02-20 This highly
detailed study provides a clear account of how the British Army was organised,
who commanded it, and how it functioned in the field during the Peninsular War.
Focusing principally on infantry, cavalry and artillery, including foreign
units in British pay, it provides a detailed and comprehensive order of battle.
Doctrine, training, tactics and equipment are discussed in depth, and medical
services and engineers are also covered. Concise biographical details of key
commanders, over 60 unit tree diagrams, organisational tables, plus numerous
illustrations make this an essential reference work for students of this
period.
Wellington's Men Remembered Volume 2 Janet Bromley 2015-03-25 Wellington's Men
Remembered is a reference work which has been compiled on behalf of the
Association of Friends of the Waterloo Committee and contains over 3,000
memorials to soldiers who fought in the Peninsular War and at Waterloo between
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1808 and 1815, together with 150 battlefield and regimental memorials in 24
countries worldwide.?
Sickness, Suffering, and the Sword Andrew Bamford 2013-04-23 Although an army’s
success is often measured in battle outcomes, its victories depend on strengths
that may be less obvious on the field. In Sickness, Suffering, and the Sword,
military historian Andrew Bamford assesses the effectiveness of the British
Army in sustained campaigning during the Napoleonic Wars. In the process, he
offers a fresh and controversial look at Britain’s military system, showing
that success or failure on campaign rested on the day-to-day experiences of
regimental units rather than the army as a whole. Bamford draws his title from
the words of Captain Moyle Sherer, who during the winter of 1816–1817 wrote an
account of his service during the Peninsular War: “My regiment has never been
very roughly handled in the field. . . But, alas! What between sickness,
suffering, and the sword, few, very few of those men are now in existence.”
Bamford argues that those daily scourges of such often-ignored factors as
noncombat deaths and equine strength and losses determined outcomes on the
battlefield. In the nineteenth century, the British Army was a collection of
regiments rather than a single unified body, and the regimental system bore the
responsibility of supplying manpower on that field. Between 1808 and 1815, when
Britain was fighting a global conflict far greater than its military
capabilities, the system nearly collapsed. Only a few advantages narrowly
outweighed the army’s increasing inability to meet manpower requirements. This
book examines those critical dynamics in Britain’s major early-nineteenthcentury campaigns: the Peninsular War (1808–1814), the Walcheren Expedition
(1809), the American War (1812–1815), and the growing commitments in northern
Europe from 1813 on. Drawn from primary documents, Bamford’s statistical
analysis compares the vast disparities between regiments and different theatres
of war and complements recent studies of health and sickness in the British
Army.
Supplementary Despatches, Correspondence, and Memoranda of Field Marshal Arthur
Duke of Wellington ... Arthur Wellesley “of” Wellington 1860
The British Almanac 1897
Salamanca 1812 Yale University Press 2001-01-01 In separate commentary sections
he evaluates the sources and indicates the inevitable contradictions and gaps
in evidence that have emerged during his research. Complete with maps,
battleground plans, line drawings and photographs, this compelling book
provides acute analysis of a single day in Salamanca that changed European
history."--Jacket.
Wellington's Regiments Ian Fletcher 1994 A military account of Wellington's
armies from 1808 to 1815, which blazed a trail of glory across the Iberian
Peninsula from Portugal to southern France, fighting a score of major battles
and storming three powerfully held fortresses.
Oliver and Boyd's Edinburgh Almanac and National Repository ... 1903
Wellington's Peninsula Regiments (2) Mike Chappell 2004-01-22 The forces which
Wellington led in Portugal and Spain and up into southern France during the
Peninsular War (1808-1814) achieved a record of victory perhaps unmatched in
the history of the British Army. Among his infantry the regiments of the Light
Division were self-consciously an élite, trained to fight with initiative and
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independence on the exposed edges of the marching army. This book explains
their evolution and tactics, details the campaigns in which they fought and
illustrates the uniforms and equipment of the Light Infantry regiments: the
43rd (Monmouthshire), 52nd (Oxfordshire), 51st (2nd Yorkshire), 68th (Durham)
and 85th (Bucks Volunteers).
History of the War in the Peninsula and in the South of France William Francis
Patrick Napier 1844
Talavera Andrew W. Field 2005-11-17 The Battle of Talavera was one of the key
confrontations of the Peninsular War. In a bloody contest the British and
Spanish under Wellesley and Cuesta won a tactical victory over the French
forces of Victor and Joseph Bonaparte. The battle was the climax of the
offensive launched by Wellesley and his Spanish allies to expel the French from
Madrid. Andrew Field's graphic analysis is the first full-length reassessment
to be published in recent times. Using documentary records, eyewitness accounts
and a painstaking study of the terrain, he reconstructs the action in vivid
detail and questions assumptions about the event that have grown up over the
last 200 years. He also provides an extensive tour of the battlefield.
The British Army Against Napoleon Robert Burnham 2010-08-09 Despite the
bewildering number of tomes devoted to the Napoleonic wars, much basic data as
been hitherto unavailable to anyone other than the most ardent scholars.
McGuigan and Burnham have collected a tremendous treasure trove of information
in a readily accessible form. Other books may tell you how many regiments were
sent on the expedition to Hanover in 1805, but The British Army against
Napoleon will tell you where every single regiment in the British army was
stationed, who were their honorary colonels, and give you a list of all the
barracks in Britain with the number of men they were designed to hold. Where
else will you find not just the pay of different ranked officers but the amount
of income tax they paid, as well as all the other deductions and stoppages that
reduced their actual receipts to a fraction of their nominal (and generally
quite low) pay? Or pension charts for widows? There are tables that list all
the recipients of the honours and awards issued, casualties in action and
disease, seniority of officers of the numerous expeditions and campaigns (a
matter not just of curiosity but of major significance, for the date of rank of
an officer determined who commanded the force and all of its sub-units.) The
material in these tables has been collected from countless primary sources and
official publications such as the Army List, London Gazette, Wellington s
Dispatches, regimental histories, artillery manuals, and handbooks.
The Encyclopedia of the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars Gregory
Fremont-Barnes 2006 Publisher description
History of the War in the Peninsula and in the South of France Sir William
Francis Patrick Napier 1839
The Monthly Army List Great Britain. Army 1930-11
Wellington's Wars Huw J. Davies 2012-06-26 Arthur Wellesley, Duke of
Wellington, lives on in popular memory as the "Invincible General," loved by
his men, admired by his peers, formidable to his opponents. This incisive book
revises such a portrait, offering an accurate--and controversial--new analysis
of Wellington's remarkable military career. Unlike his nemesis Napoleon,
Wellington was by no means a man of innate military talent, Huw J. Davies
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argues. Instead, the key to Wellington's military success was an exceptionally
keen understanding of the relationship between politics and war.Drawing on
extensive primary research, Davies discusses Wellington's military
apprenticeship in India, where he learned through mistakes as well as successes
how to plan campaigns, organize and use intelligence, and negotiate with
allies. In India Wellington encountered the constant political machinations of
indigenous powers, and it was there that he apprenticed in the crucial skill of
balancing conflicting political priorities. In later campaigns and battles,
including the Peninsular War and Waterloo, Wellington's genius for strategy,
operations, and tactics emerged. For his success in the art of war, he came to
rely on his art as a politician and tactician. This strikingly original book
shows how Wellington made even unlikely victories possible--with a well-honed
political brilliance that underpinned all of his military achievements.
Captain of the 95th Rifles Jonathan Leach 2005-12-01 A Must for Peninsular War
enthusiasts and all those interested in the famous green Riflemen Captain Leach
brings his military experiences during the Napoleonic Wars into sharp relief.
We share the rigours of campaigning and dangers of the battlefield, but his
descriptions of the events in the broader military scene and his description of
the country through which he journeys assist in bringing the era to life for
everyone interested in the adventures of this famous regiment and its men.
The Lines of Torres Vedras John Grehan 2015-11-30 In 1809 French armies
controlled almost every province of Spain and only Wellington's small force in
Portugal stood between Napoleon and the conquest of Iberia.The French invaded
Portugal in the summer of 1810 but found their way blocked by the most
extensive field fortifications the world had ever seen the Lines of Torres
Vedras. Unable to penetrate the Lines, the French were driven back into Spain
having suffered the heaviest defeat yet experienced by Napoleon's armies. The
retreat from Portugal marked the turning point in the Peninsular War and, from
the security of the Lines, Wellington was able to mount the offensive campaigns
that swept France's Imperial armies back across the Pyrenees.The Lines of
Torres Vedras is an authoritative account of the planning, construction and
occupation of the Lines and of the battles, sieges and horrors of the French
invasion. It is also an important study of Wellington's strategy during the
crucial years of the war against Napoleon.'This is a well-researched, wellwritten, closely argued and fascinating contribution to the historiography of
the Peninsular War.' The Spectator'Essential reading for every Peninsula
enthusiast, this is recommended highly.' Military Illustrated
The Light Division in the Peninsular War, 1808–1811 Tim Saunders 2020-03-30
This regimental history chronicles the legendary exploits of the British Army’s
Light Division against Napoleon in Spain and Portugal. From the outset of the
Peninsular campaigns in 1808, the Light Division achieved results way beyond
their scant numbers. But it was during the epic winter retreat to La Corunna
that they showed their metal. Returning to the Peninsula months later, the
irascible Brigadier Robert Craufurd led the Light Brigade on a terrible march
to meet General Arthur Wellesley, the Duke of Wellington, at Talavera. The
Light Division played significant roles in the Battle of the River Côa, where
the riflemen fought hard to escape Marshal Ney’s trap; the Battle of Buçaco
Ridge, the Battle of Salamanca, and many others. More than a simple series of
battle scenes, however, this history of the Light Division provides a wider
picture of campaigning during the Napoleonic Wars and sheds light on the life
of a 19th century light infantry soldier.
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Wellington's Right Hand Joanna Hill 2013-05-01 One of the most unlikely
soldiers of his day, General Rowland Hill, 1st Viscount Hill of Almarez was
imaginative, brave – and perhaps more surprisingly for the period in which he
lived and fought – compassionate towards those under his command. This is the
compelling story of one of history’s forgotten heroes, a man who frequently led
from the front in some of the deadliest battles of the Napoleonic Wars. Hill
was given his own ‘detached’ corps and fought his way through Spain, Portugal
and France, winning battles against the odds – such at St Pierre, where he
defeated the redoubtable Marechal Soult when outnumbered two to one. When
ministers at home asked that Hill be allowed to leave the Peninsula and lead an
army elsewhere, Wellington dismissed the idea with ‘Would you cut off my right
hand?’ Hill fought at Roliça, Corunna, Talavera, Bussaco, Almarez, Vitoria and
Waterloo. He succeeded the Duke in 1828 as Commander-in-Chief of the forces and
served as such until he resigned in 1842, a period marked by civil unrest that
he reluctantly was obliged to confront. Based upon the Hill papers and a wide
range of other primary sources, Wellington’s Right Hand is an important
addition to the literature of the Napoleonic age and in particular to that of
the Peninsular War. Writer and historian Joanna Hill is the great, great, great
niece of Rowland Hill and as such has gained unique access to the Hill family
archives. In April 2005, she published her first book on the Hill family, The
Hills of Hawkstone and Attingham; the Rise, Shine and Decline of a Shropshire
Family. Serendipity has sometimes led her life in the footsteps of her
illustrious ancestor While working at the Institute of Fine Arts, New York
University’s post graduate department for the history of art and archaeology,
she spent three very hot seasons excavating in the Nile Delta of Egypt, a few
kilometres from the site of one of the General’s very first battles, at Aboukir
in 1801. She currently lives with her husband (and an international champion
Skye terrier, Dougal) in a 13th-century hilltop bastide village in South West
France. This is just a short distance north of St Pierre d’Irube at the foot of
the Pyrenees, where Rowland Hill won his very own general action in the closing
stages of the Peninsular War in December 1813. When the victorious British
cavalry rode home through France from Toulouse to the channel ports in May the
following year, they must have passed by.
Wellington’s Army 1809-1814 [Illustrated Edition] Sir Charles William Chadwick
Oman KBE 2015-11-06 Includes over 100 maps of the actions, engagements and
battles of the entire Peninsular War. Whilst writing his magisterial The
History of The Peninsular War, Sir Charles Oman gathered material that was to
become Wellington’s Army. Into Wellington’s Army he gathered, as he says in his
Preface, “much miscellaneous information which does not bear upon the actual
chronicle of events in the various campaigns that lie between 1808 and 1814,
but yet possesses high interest in itself, and throws many a side-light on the
general course of the war ... these notes relate either to the personal
characteristics of that famous old army of Wellington, which, as he himself
said, ‘could go anywhere and do anything,’ or to its inner mechanism — the
details of its management. I purport to speak in these pages of the leaders and
the led; of the daily life, manners, and customs of the Peninsular Army, as
much as of its composition and its organization. I shall be dealing with the
rank and file no less than with the officers, and must even find space for a
few pages on that curious and polyglot horde of camp followers which trailed at
the heels of the army, and frequently raised problems which worried not only
colonels and adjutants, but even the Great Duke himself.”
Wellington's Highland Warriors Stuart Reid 2010-06-15 'Wellingtons Highland
Warriors' covers the early history of the British Armys Highland regiments,
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from the raising of the Black Watch in 1739 to the battle of Waterloo in 1815.
Stuart Reid provides an entertaining and thoroughly original study of the
circumstances in which the regiments were authorized and recruited, not just in
the Highlands but all across Scotland, so that Highlanders and Scotchmen became
synonymous. It also tells the story of how they acquitted themselves in almost
every corner of the globe from the bogs of Ireland to the burning plains of
India, and in the process earning for themselves a reputation which is
literally second to none.Each chapter follows a theme based around the
experiences of one particular regiment and employs extensive but careful use of
contemporary correspondence and memoirs to let those involved tell the story in
their own words. The story is a fascinating one which reveals the very
different expectations and experiences of Highland soldiers; filled with
engaging rogues such as Simon Fraser and Allan Cameron of Erracht, with stories
of bitter feuds as rival chieftains and Highland proprietors battled each other
for recruits, and those recruits themselves who were more than capable of
giving as good as they got; demanding and receiving legally binding concessions
from their landlords turned recruiters and then like George Gordon from the
Cabrach, striding forth in high dress with his sword by his side to announce
his new profession in a calculated display of swank quite incomprehensible to
his English counterparts.
Wellington's Brigade Commanders Robert Burnham 2017-05-31 Recent research into
the Duke of Wellington's armies during the Peninsular War and the Waterloo
campaign has enhanced our understanding of the men he led, and this new
biographical guide to his brigade commanders is a valuable contribution to this
growing field. Ron McGuigan and Robert Burnham have investigated the lives and
careers of a group of men who performed a vital role in Wellington's chain of
command. These officers were the brigadiers and major generals who, for a
variety of reasons, never made the jump to become permanent division
commanders. Their characters, experience and level of competence were key
factors in the successes and failures of the army as a whole. Their biographies
give us a fascinating insight into their individual backgrounds, their
strengths and weaknesses, and the makeup of the society they came from. Each
biography features a table covering essential information on the individual,
his birth and death dates, the dates of his promotions and details of his major
commands. This is followed by a concise account of his life and service.
With Wellington's Outposts John Vandeleur 2015-04-30 'The author has done a
quite outstanding job of editing and footnoting this rare memoir . . . this
will be of genuine interest to the Peninsular War historian or enthusiast.'
Philip Haythornthwaite John Vandeleur's letters home to his mother are a lively
and engaging account of active service during the Napoleonic Wars, recounting
everything from day-to-day life on campaign to the experience of pitched battle
at Vitoria and Waterloo. As first a light infantryman and then a light
cavalryman, Vandeleur was frequently on the outposts of Wellington's forces, in
frequent contact with the French and often obliged to live a rough-and-ready
lifestyle as a result. The conditions that he endured, and the camaraderie that
sustained him, are vividly recounted in this fascinating collection –
previously only available in an extremely rare private publication over a
century ago. Expertly edited and enhanced with contemporary documents and
commentary by Andrew Bamford, this is an outstanding contribution to our
understanding of the Peninsular War and Waterloo campaign.
A list of the general and field-officers, as they rank in the army [&c. The
annual army list, with variations in title, orig. issued 'by permission of the
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Secretary at war' by J. Millan, and afterwards issued by the War office]. Army
list 1878
Supplementary Despatches and Memoranda of Field Marshal Arthur, Duke of
Wellington, K. G.: Peninsula, 1810-1813 Arthur Wellesley Duke of Wellington
1860
Hart's Annual Army List, Militia List, and Imperial Yeomanry List 1899
Wellington's Army, 1809-1814 Charles Oman 1913
Wellington's Men in Australia C. Wright 2011-04-28 An exploration of the
little-known yet historically important emigration of British army officers to
the Australian colonies in the aftermath of the Napoleonic Wars. The book looks
at the significant impact they made at a time of great colonial expansion,
particularly in new south Wales with its transition from a convict colony to a
free society.
The War in the Peninsula, and Wellington's Campaigns in France and Belgium
Herbert R. Clinton 1878
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